
Minnesota Flat Top car kiln with furniture & more for sale
Complete with instructions, 27+ shelves, lots of posts, tracks, burners, safety

system, thermocouples, blower, NEW double-wall, lined, stainless-steel stack.
(Price – TBD – I’m doing research….)

 Original roof brackets & kiln cart made by Nils Lou in 1977.
 Original instructions for building the kiln, layer by layer, with firing 

instructions by Nils. (And, If I can find them, layer by layer photographs.)

This is a VERY clean burning gas kiln. Even during heavy reduction, you can 
see to the back wall. There was never detectible smoke from the stack. The bag 
wall adjusts to even up the firing. I fired to cone 10, then changed to cone 6.  I 
have loved this kiln since 1977,  fired with propane until we moved in 1985 and 
I switched to natural gas.

One big advantage is that it all comes apart so you can “easily” move it! Over 
the years, I took layers off to make it smaller. You could make it taller to fit your
needs.
The weight of the roof holds the walls in place, the compression from the 
brackets holds the roof, with the half-dipped bricks creating a subtle arch in all 
directions. The top steel bar attaches to the cart with compression, holding the 
door bricks, there is a locking mechanism to hold the door secure during firing.

This car kiln is wonderful to load.  You can see what you’re doing on all 4 sides 
and load/unload without stressing you back!  In the winter, I can load in the 
heated studio.

Why am I selling it?  I am soon to be 75, and it’s just too big for me now. I can 
fire 3 loads of my 1227 Skutt for every one of the big one. I’ve changed all my 
glaze formulas (with a few sad exceptions) to work in the electric kiln.

YOU GET:

1. Wheeled kiln cart. It rolls into studio on two 10 ½’ lengths of steel brackets
that attach to the+ two 9’ lengths secured to floor.

2. 2 burners, with safety system, thermocouples, squirrel cage blower, 
(lengths of 2” gas lines available)



3. Brand new double walled, fiber-lined stainless-steel stack, supported by 
hard brick stack & damper system.

4. There 2 layers of hard brick for the cart base one layer of soft brick, that 
form the seal with the inside of the kiln. 3 layers of hard Bible bricks and 
regular hard bricks on the of the door, 3 layers of hard brick all along the 
kiln bottom on concrete blocks that allow air circulation underneath.

5. I would guess that 75% of the wall bricks are in uncracked condition and 
50 to 60% of the door bricks. Because everything is under compression, 
cracked bricks are OK if they fit together. The roof is supported by bricks 
dipped in kiln set cement and may or may not come apart and transport 
without breaking. I would recommend using mostly new bricks for 
security. I also have extra soft bricks and a few hard bricks.

6. I have the 2x4 supports that support the plywood, cut to fit the inside to 
the roof during construction and/or dismantling. A new piece needs to be
cut for dismantling unless you don’t want to save the roof bricks. (I also 
have a bucket of the kiln cement un unknown condition.)

7. I still have a gigantic right-angle device made from 2x4’s so you can true 
up the sides when building to keep it square.

8. I’ll provide a year of phone consultation on firing & construction.

Kiln shelves & Furniture – ONLY sold with the kiln!
Lots of cut hard brick kiln furniture in various heights. 
24  12 x 24  good mullite shelves, some new 
3  12 x 24   Advancer shelves excellent condition (I’m keeping one)
4  12 x 24   usable “2nds” silicon carbide shelves 
4   12x24 silicon carbide base shelves with supports


